
The sixteen works by fifteen artists in this exhibition 

illustrate the attraction of the United States to foreign born 

artists.  This group came to America for a variety of reasons 

but collectively, they, or their families, were drawn to the 

country because it offered opportunities.  These could be 

educational, financial, social, or for some, personal safety 

from oppression.  All are 20th century figures the majority 

of whom came from Europe.  Their relocation to the United 

States  had a profound and permanent effect on the 

evolution of American art. 
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Josef albers
american, born  bottrop, 
Germany 1888-1976  

Early Light, Study for Homage 
to the Square, 1966
oil on masonite panel
16 x 16 inches
Gift of the artist
suac 1969.0181

With Neighbors: 
Study for Homage to the Square, 1961
oil on masonite panel
16 x 16 inches
Gift of the artist
suac 1969.0180

GeorGe chemeche
american, b. basra, iraq 1934

Pattern Field, 1976
oil on canvas
48 x 66 inches
Gift of robert r. feldman
suac 1979.0357

chryssa
american, b. athens, Greece 1933

#2, n.d.
screenprint on wove paper
40 x 40 inches
Gift of mr. Gerald D. cramer
suac 1980.362

Willem De KooninG
american, b. rotterdam, 
netherlands 1904-1997

Weil Plaza, 1964
oil on newspaper mounted to masonite
23 3/8 x 36 7/8 inches
collection purchase
suac 1968.240

aGnes Denes
american, b. budapest, hungary 1938

Sting Ray, 1972
aesthetograph monoprint
from the series The Kingdom
33 x 40 1/2 inches
Gift of the artist
suac 1973.143 

maiJa GroTell
american, b. helsinki, finland 1899-1973

Vase, 1941
stoneware
22 3/4 x 16 inches diameter
Gift of the artist
suac 1968.238

Wolf Kahn
american, b. stuttgart, Germany 1927

Open Studio, 1983
oil on canvas
54 x 60 inches
Gift of Diane l. ackerman
suac 2006.0046

yasuo Kuniyoshi
Japanese, b. okayama Japan 1889-1953

Forbidden Fruit, 1950
oil on canvas
32 1/4 x 50 1/4 inches
collection purchase
suac 1964.053

ivan mesTrovic
american, b. croatia 1883-1962

Auto Portrait, 1947
bronze
20 x 14 x 9 inches 
Gift of petar mestrovic
suac 1964.211

seonG moy
american, b. canton, china 1921

Meeting at Dawn, 1964
oil acrylic collage on canvas
40 1/2 x 50 3/4 inches
Gift of the artist
suac 1968.190

louise nevelson
american, b. Kiev, ukraine 1899-1988

untitled, 1973
color screenprint on wove paper
10 5/16 x 7 1/2 inches
Gift of Kimberly cramer
suac 1991.338

Karl schraG
american, b. Karlsruhe, Germany 1912-1995

Coast in Autumn, 1960
gouache on composition board
25 1/4 x 37 5/8 inches 
Gift of Karl and ilse schrag
suac 1962.057

ben shahn
american, b. Kovno, lithuania 1898-1969

1943 AD, c1943
tempera on pressboard
30 3/4 x 27 3/4 inches
Gift of William pearson Tolley
suac 1960.034

max Weber
american, b. bialystok, 
russia [poland] 1881-1961

Picture Admirers, 1952
oil on canvas
25 x 30 inches
collection purchase
suac 1960.038
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aGnes Denes, Sting Ray, 1972


